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10 YEARS OF ACCOLADES

- 2004
  Winner of City of Rome’s Global Junior Challenge
- 2005
  Winner of World Summit on the Information Society Youth and ICT award
  Participated in Global Social Benefit Incubator at Santa Clara in Silicon Valley
- 2006
  Finalist in Global Development Gateway award
- 2007
  Winner of City of Rome’s Global Junior Challenge
- 2008
  International Youth Foundation: YouthActionNet Award winners
  IYKZN wins the JET Award
- 2010
  Winner: Southern Africa Drivers of Change Award by Mail & Guardian and Southern Africa Trust
- 2011
  Leigh, Joy & Julia in Mail & Guardian’s Top 200
  Joy in Nedbank Book of Women & Finalist for Shoprite Woman of the Year, Andrew wins Best ALP at GIBS
- 2012
  First organisation in Africa to make the WorldBlu list of World’s Most Democratic Workplaces
  Zamo featured in Nedbank Book of Women
  Thobela & Andrew in Mail & Guardian’s Top 200
- 2013
  Awards: Finalist for Stars in Education Impact Awards (pending), Joy awarded Ashoka fellowship and a winner in the Civil Society Category for Africa’s Most Influential Women in Business & Government awards
  IYKZN wins KZN Young Achievers Award for Best Youth Organisation
2010 is when it all began, I was one of those “weird” boys from the township with dreams as big as the Taj Mahal, that go on forever like the Eiffel Tower. Obviously this was considered quite unorthodox in a typical township, where each day is survival and a battle to refuse a “blunt” or any other drug offered kindly.

I went to Chesterville Ext. Secondary, a school situated in a place known as one of the crime hotspots. IkamvaYouth came in just when I needed the drive to push and keep going. I had started a new subject package, Science and Mathematics were proving not to be child’s play and then I joined IkamvaYouth just as I was beginning to think Physics was for dummies who had no social life. To my surprise I found myself actually enjoying studying with other learners and working with a tutor was much more relaxing than staring at an old teacher with a stern look.

South Africans were celebrating the FIFA World Cup being hosted in their country but I was celebrating more than that, I was also meeting new people both learners and tutors who would tell of their stories as varsity students.

From Grade 10 to Grade 12 I was always the highest achiever in hospitality class and this was only possible because of the resources provided by IkamvaYouth like unlimited internet access which would allow me to do my research every time I had an assignment or a project. I also excelled remarkably in almost all my subjects.

Now I’m in varsity studying Language Practice and I’m a tutor for IkamvaYouth. I also hold the title of Portfolio Head for Media Image and Expression. From the days I was a learner to today God knows it has not been a walk in the park neither has it been marshmallows and honey muffins. Being an Ikamvanite means you should be a goal-oriented and determined learner, the kind of person who always dares to dream without forgetting you’re an individual and you were made to stand out!

The future is in our hands.

Phelele Gwala
Ikamvanite & Tutor
**HAPPY BIRTHDAY IKAMVAYOUTH**

We can only achieve that which we can imagine. Everyone needs someone who believes that they can do it.

---

**IKAMVAYOUTH IS 10!**

This year, Ikamvanites are celebrating a decade of enabling disadvantaged youths to pull themselves and each other out of poverty through education.

What began as a small group of young volunteers and learners at a school in Khayelitsha in 2003 has become a national organisation operating in five provinces in nine communities, and fast-expanding to more. Yet while the reach and impact have grown dramatically, the core objectives and values that brought that first group of people together have remained the same.

All programme delivery is still done by volunteers, many of whom were previously learners in the programme. This year, Ikamvanites will be providing over R8 million worth of tutoring and mentoring. These amazing volunteers enable not only a cost-effective and thus replicable support service to learners, but produce remarkable results.

Over the last 10 years, the Ikamvanites have:

- Had over 3,000 learners achieving more than 75% attendance at all afternoon, Saturday morning and winter school sessions
- Achieved an 88% matric pass rate
- Ensured that 70% of matriculants have accessed tertiary institutions
- Ensured that overall, 80% of Ikamvanites have accessed tertiary institutions, learnerships or jobs within 3.5 months of matriculating

As IkamvaYouth turns 10, the Ikamvanites have taken the opportunity to look forward to the coming decades. We’ve thought about what it is that we want to achieve in our lifetimes, and what future success looks like.

IkamvaYouth’s achievements to date are a collective effort. The many municipalities, schools and Government departments; businesses; Higher Education Institutions; partner NGOs and individuals that provide venues, funds and expertise enable us to do what we do. And we know that together we can do so much more. And so, the Ikamvanites have set the following goals to reach, together with our current and future collaborators, by 2030:

- Every child that enrols in Grade 1 will make it through to matric (currently only around half of the 1,000,000 learners who enrol in school make it all the way to Grade 12)
- Every learner will pass matric or the equivalent
- Every learner will access a post-school opportunity that will set them on the path to earning a dignified living within four years of matriculating.

---

**IKAMVANITES**

you have shown that the impossible is possible and every day that you spend tutoring at your local IY branch, you are inspiring and leading our nation. We thank you and salute you!

---

ikamvaYouth calls on EVERYBODY to join the education revolution, and help the learners around you to be their best selves and achieve their dreams.
Ten years ago IkamvaYouth 2013 was a dream: a very distant, seemingly impossible one. Its very humble beginnings stirred as Joy Olivier and Mahoni Gqogqo shared their education stories while working as junior researchers at the Human Science Research Council (HSRC) in 2003. Discussing the distinct and unequal paths they had travelled sparked an earnest pursuit of education equality for all. Operating with no money, and relying on an exceptional base of committed volunteers, the IkamvaYouth kindling was lit. Although it all started with tutoring in one of the local high schools in Khayelitsha, in the second year we moved to the nearby Nazemba Isaacs library. The wonderful working relationship with the library was the first of many strong collaborative relationships that are key to the continued success and growth of the organisation.

From one branch in one province in 2003 to nine branches in five provinces in 2013, a lot has changed. From offering only supplementary tutoring we have expanded to include career guidance mentoring; computer literacy (with our own in-house developed curriculum); health, leadership and life skills development; a media, image and expression programme; and Winter Schools. The academic enrichment Ikamvanites access has grown to rival that available in private schools! We have hosted community-wide careers indabas, talent shows, video screenings and photography exhibitions. And our model has been adopted by other organisations.

Getting here has been a rollercoaster ride. Accomplishing success requires overcoming challenges and an unbending commitment to our mission and vision. Our office was petrol bombed, we’ve lost some inspiring ex-learners and volunteers, faced funding challenges, temporarily operated as a relief agency during the xenophobic attacks, and became a full-day learning centre during teacher strikes. In spite of these, we have maintained exceptional matric results – in this decade we have achieved an average pass rate of 88% and 80% placement into post-school opportunities. Learners return as volunteers, have been recruited as branch assistants and branch coordinators, and we even have an alumni as a board member! The diversity of learners’ post-school trajectories highlights our success in broadening and enabling access to opportunities. Ikamvanites are filtering into the public and private sectors, academia, are active entrepreneurs and aspiring political leaders. With so much success in the last decade we are fuelled and ready for achieving Vision 2030.

Susan Goldston, volunteer since 2004 and current board member

A DECADE OF LOW-COST, HIGH-IMPACT, YOUTH-DRIVEN TRANSFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>ikamvaYouth is born at Siyakhula Library</td>
<td></td>
<td>First employee hired!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First winter placements post-school; 80% access tertiary; 94% pass matric; 67% post-school placements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>ikamvaYouth goes to Singapore!</td>
<td>R143k</td>
<td>################################################################</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First ex-leaver to become a full-time staff member; Go! Zulu!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>University gives us a 5 star evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td>################################################################</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iments of IkamvaniteZone via <a href="http://www.ikamvanitezone.org">www.ikamvanitezone.org</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Faith in the future</td>
<td></td>
<td>################################################################</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open-sourced the model via <a href="http://www.ikamvanitezone.org">www.ikamvanitezone.org</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>ikamvaYouth goes to Canada for Quest Conference</td>
<td></td>
<td>################################################################</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education economist at Stellenbosch: Unive, give us a 5 star evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Teacher Strikes</td>
<td></td>
<td>################################################################</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two new branches: Ivory Park and Umhlazi</td>
<td>R1 011k</td>
<td>################################################################</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>placements post-school; 80% access tertiary; 96% post-school placements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Xenophobic attacks: 600 refugees at Makhaza Branch</td>
<td></td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10-year party!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>87% pass matric; 49% access; 93% post-school placements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1st matric: 98% pass; 40% tertiary; 79% post-school placements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“So what super power do you bring to South Africa’s education crisis?” I had just arrived at IkamvaYouth’s annual strategy planning session for 2012, and the energy in the room was palpable. In response to the facilitator’s question, each IY staff member shared, with confidence and a glint in their eye, the unique abilities that they possessed. Then, with great pride and excitement, they shared the “2030 Vision” that they had been working on.

As you will read in this report, IY’s 2030 Vision is what is known as a BHAG — a Big Hairy Audacious Goal. Yet, with so many superheroes in the room that day — it truly seemed possible. And even now, months later, it seems even more so. This is because IY is a living example of what and who SA’s youth can be at their very best. It truly is a for-youth organisation that is led by youth and their can-do attitude and determination is infectious.

In the past year alone, these young leaders have managed to almost double our number of branches, expand into two new provinces and maintain the extraordinarily high quality of our results. They are also leading in innovative ways as the award for being the first organisation in Africa listed on WorldBlu’s “World’s Most Democratic Workplaces” attests. Superheroes indeed.

And IY’s staff are not the only heroes, of course. The occasion of our 10th birthday is an opportunity to pause and celebrate the people who inspire us most — the 3270 learners who’ve been involved in our programmes to date. These young “born frees” have realised that liberation now comes through education and they have made this their first priority. In this they are leaders and role models in their communities and we continue to follow the progress of our alumni with awe and a great sense of hope. We also celebrate the people who believed in us before we even began producing results and all the volunteers and sponsors who have helped us to get this far this fast.

When I think of all of us, valiantly doing our bit and often so much more, the lyrics of Five for Fighting’s song “Superman” come to mind. It “may not be easy” but “we’re all just out to find the better part of me”. IY’s partner organisations, schools, staff, learners, volunteers, sponsors, supporters and friends are the seemingly ordinary people who come together, bringing extraordinary super powers to the pressing challenges that our country faces. We help each other to be the best versions of ourselves, to discover and practice our unique abilities. The Ikamvanites are dreaming big, flying high and most probably will save the day.

Leigh Meinert, chairperson of the board

FROM THE CHAIRPERSON

EVEN HEROES HAVE THE RIGHT TO DREAM

FROM THE CHAIRPERSON

FROM THE CHAIRPERSON
Everyone a Superhero

Ikamvanites Pulling Each Other Out of Poverty Through Education

IkamvaYouth is often asked about our open, random enrolment process. 

"Why not focus on learners already demonstrating academic potential?"

Many wonder why, with a mission to enable access to post-school opportunities and a focus on placements in tertiary education, an organisation would not focus its energy and resources on the learners seemingly best-placed to achieve these things.

These questions are unfortunately endemic to most peoples’ understanding of South Africa’s education system, which is in such crisis that it’s become almost completely accepted that not all learners from township and rural schools can reach the necessary achievement levels at secondary school to access post-school opportunities. These questions are underpinned by the perspective that it’s okay (albeit perhaps a necessary evil) to promote inequality and further disadvantage learners who are struggling due to a dysfunctional education system by providing opportunities for improvement exclusively to their better-performing peers.

But these confusing and – let’s face it – downright offensive views are never applied to learners outside rural and township environments. It is assumed that urban learners will prepare their learners for tertiary education. Those who are struggling academically get intensive (often expensive) additional support, and it’s a widely-held assumption that middle-class learners can pull themselves and each other out of poverty through education.

Underpinning IkamvaYouth’s mission and model are values of equality and justice and a vision for a transformed South Africa. Anyone can join. And we’ve proven consistently over the past decade that everyone can achieve if they can just show up and meet the minimum 75% attendance requirement.

A low-cost, working solution in the face of the country’s biggest problem brings with it responsibility to scale. This responsibility, together with IkamvaYouth’s values of inclusivity, are the tracks that led the organisation to Vision 2030. Vision 2030 sees a million learners passing matric and accessing post-school opportunities every year. Currently, about one million learners across South Africa enrol in Grade 1 each year, half of whom reach matric 12 years later. Of these matrics, 70% “pass”. Of those matrics, 45% of South Africa’s matrics in 2012 who took Maths, 54% “passed”, half of whom reach matric 12 years later. Of these matrics, 70% “pass”.

One million learners can escape the difficulties of township life to learn, socialise and feel happy and free. The democratic way in which IkamvaYouth tutoring sessions are structured, and the activities which occur outside subject learning, mean that Ikamvanites experience a particular autonomy through which an unbridled belief in their abilities and possibilities is engendered. It is through this combination of fun and learning that the superheros of the future are born. One day, every learner, regardless of perceived academic potential, circumstance or background will receive the support they deserve to lift off and fly.

Thank you for helping us to lift as we rise!

IkamvaLisezandleni Zethu
The Future is in Our Hands!

Joy Olivier, co-founder and director and
Zamo Shongwe, National Coordinator
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Since 2005, IkamvaYouth’s matric results have consistently far exceeded national averages each year (figure 1). The Ikamvanites’ academic achievement is particularly significant given that learners attend generally poor-performing township schools and make many difficult subject choices.

Learners are far more likely to select Maths and Physics than the national averages, even more than the other learners at their schools (see figure 2) and yet 50% achieved Bachelor passes in 2012. Data from the National Assembly (2006) and Snyman (2011) shows that between 2005 and 2008, an average of 11.9% of black matriculants achieved exemption or bachelor passes. In 2012, IkamvaYouth’s Maths and Physics results far surpassed the dismal national averages (See figure 3).

Academic achievement is the key objective of the tutoring programme. However, career guidance and mentoring are essential for ensuring access to tertiary education and/or employment.

In late 2012, IkamvaYouth launched its alumni programme, which is currently tracking all the ex-learners, to find out about their post-school lives. We look forward to reporting these findings in next year’s report.

IkamvaYouth’s programmes enable its learners to achieve opportunities that will significantly increase their earning potential. This is achieved at a very low cost by leveraging strategic partnerships and volunteering. With public libraries, tertiary institutions and community centres providing free access to venues and infrastructure, and volunteers responsible for all programme delivery, the overall expenditure per IkamvaYouth learner per year from 2004 and 2012 has been R4 422. The programme’s sustainability is ensured by the matrics who become volunteers (72% of the class of 2012), transforming from beneficiaries into benefactors. In 2013, volunteers will provide over R8 million worth of tutoring, career guidance mentoring, computer literacy training and workshop facilitation to over 1,000 learners.

We are excited about what this means for our learners’ futures (and those of their families, communities, and ultimately, the country at large). Research has shown (Branon et al., 2009) that with a matric pass, 25-year-old South African youth are less likely to be unemployed. The higher their post-matric qualification, the better their average monthly income. Those with incomplete schooling who are employed earn an average of R1 000. With a matric they earn R1 600, but with a tertiary certificate or diploma this jumps up to R3 200. Armed with a degree, young South Africans earn an average of R5 500 per month, over three times the average township household monthly income in KwaZulu Natal (URDR, data unknown).

In late 2012, IkamvaYouth launched its alumni programme, which is currently tracking all the ex-learners, to find out about their post-school lives. We look forward to reporting these findings in next year’s report.

IkamvaYouth’s programmes enable its learners to achieve opportunities that will significantly increase their earning potential. This is achieved at a very low cost by leveraging strategic partnerships and volunteering. With public libraries, tertiary institutions and community centres providing free access to venues and infrastructure, and volunteers responsible for all programme delivery, the overall expenditure per IkamvaYouth learner per year from 2004 and 2012 has been R4 422. The programme’s sustainability is ensured by the matrics who become volunteers (72% of the class of 2012), transforming from beneficiaries into benefactors. In 2013, volunteers will provide over R8 million worth of tutoring, career guidance mentoring, computer literacy training and workshop facilitation to over 1,000 learners.

As we reported in January, before supplementary results were announced, IkamvaYouth learners were outperforming our school peers, with a national pass rate 12% higher than that of our feeder schools (and as much as 25% higher in some provinces).

Now, with the release of supplementary results, the numbers are in and it’s official: an amazing 94% of IkamvaYouth’s class of 2012 has achieved a National Senior Certificate (matric pass). Not only that, but an incredible 90% of those passes were either Bachelor or Diploma quality! And Ikamvanites aren’t passing by choosing easy subjects. Our Mathematics and Physical Sciences results are just as remarkable, showing that IkamvaYouth matriculants are almost twice as likely to achieve a pass including pure Maths (45%) and Science (37%) as their school peers (24% of whom pass Maths and 22% Science). Our matric results are great, but our placement results are even better, with 96% of last year’s Ikamvanites accessing some form of post-school opportunity (employment or education).

Matric is just the beginning of lifelong learning; and over 73% of all IkamvaYouth’s 2012 matriculants have accessed tertiary education this year and are now studying further at Certificate, Diploma or Degree level. More than half of these young men and women, 43% of our whole matric cohort, have successfully enrolled at Universities or Universities of Technology, taking a huge leap towards their bright futures.

More than 20% of the 2012 IkamvaYouth matric class – most of those who did not access tertiary education – are now in learnerships or employment. And 2% are returning to school this year, to upgrade their matric results.

That brings our total placement figure for the class of 2012 to 96% – an astonishing result considering that nationally, almost 43% of South Africans aged 18-24 are not in employment, education or training.
You are part of the next generation who will shape our country’s future. Our goal is to help learners study further and meet the needs of the workplace, creating a better future for themselves and their families.

We are very aware of the crucial role that the youth play and that the path to success starts with effective education and skills, which is why we support initiatives that will advance quality education and job creation, such as IkamvaYouth.

There are at least three reasons why we are involved with youth programmes. First, we want to grow young people so that they can share in our country’s economy; second, South Africa needs to address its skills shortage so that our future workforce has the skills needed for our country to thrive; and third, education will result in a larger pool of financially savvy people who can make decisions for themselves and our country, which they cannot do if they lack numeracy skills and are not financially literate.

We have confidence in South Africa’s youth and their enormous potential – we need to encourage all learners to become top performers. From the youth, this only takes one thing – commitment.

We partnered with IkamvaYouth because we see the synergy between IkamvaYouth’s programme and our vision to improve numeracy skills, to raise the throughput of learners with matric who eventually become employed and contribute to the economy.

We will fund IkamvaYouth over the next five years with money and other resources to expand the model to more areas. Since the start of our partnership with IkamvaYouth in 2012, they have expanded their branches from three to five provinces and now work in nine townships with about 1,000 learners from Grade 8-12 participating in the programme. It is our hope that after-school tutoring will become accessible to all learners through IkamvaYouth’s branches nationwide.

In just 10 years IkamvaYouth has had many achievements, most notable of which is their continuous exceptional pass rate. Last year they became the first organisation in Africa to make the WorldBlu List of the World’s Most Democratic Workplaces and in 2010 were announced as the winner in the civil society category of the prestigious Mail & Guardian and Southern African Trust’s “Drivers of Change”.

We are excited to be part of IkamvaYouth’s journey to empower the youth through education. We wish them continued success as they celebrate this important milestone, their 10th anniversary. Through their leadership and dedication they were able to build a community of educators and we are all proud of them.

The future is in your hands, IkamvaYouth!

Sbusiso Kumalo, Head: Corporate Affairs at Capitec Bank and IkamvaYouth Board Member
The positive impact of extending learning hours has already been identified by the Department of Education. Most schools are now implementing winter schools, and some have extended the school day (by adding afternoon classes) and others have extended the school week (by requiring learners to be at school on Saturdays). Unfortunately, during these periods most schools are simply doing more of what is clearly not working, or using the time to cover curriculum, which should be happening during school hours. Most are also providing this additional support only to Grade 12 learners. IkamvaYouth has found that beginning in Grade 12 is unfortunately in most cases just too late as most learners need to make big jumps in their academic achievement. Often learners are missing the building blocks for learning and by correcting fundamental knowledge earlier on it makes it easier for the learners to build on this knowledge.

The gaps in our learners’ comprehension are so vast and so deep that the only way for learners to improve their results is through individual attention. IkamvaYouth aims to achieve a tutor to learner ratio of not more than 1:5. There is a big emphasis on tutoring rather than teaching, in that the tutor does not set or drive the learning agenda nor provide the answers. Instead, learners are required to take responsibility for their own learning by bringing the questions and aspects of their work with which they are struggling most. The tutors then facilitate and encourage peer-to-peer learning whereby the group works together towards understanding. They don’t move on to the next question until everyone understands. Often tutoring groups need to go right back to earlier grade-level fundamentals in order to achieve this, and it is only through small-group tutoring that these gaps can be filled.

We believe (and have shown!) that learners who work hard can achieve well, irrespective of their starting point. Results consistently demonstrate that learners who work hardest, achieve highest. As the roles require extensive resourcefulness, initiative, flexibility, and an innovative approach, as well as the shouldering of an often overwhelming amount of responsibility, it does not work to fill these positions with people who have an “employee” mindset. Running an IkamvaYouth branch is so much more than a job, and a key unknown in the replication of the IkamvaYouth model is how many potential branch coordinators are out there.

Finally, learners need a reason to commit their time and energy to their studies. During our Holiday Programmes we conduct career guidance workshops and expose learners to diverse post-school opportunities. IkamvaYouth helps learners to make the connection between academic achievement and realising their dreams for a better future.

In many cases we’re still figuring out what “the most successful approach” is, but we’ve begun to document our knowledge as we go, and are always adding to our “how-to-guides”, which feed into our online, open-source resource portal, The ikamvanite zone (www.ikamvanitezone.org) whereby the information, resources, lessons learned and networks that enable effective programme delivery are availed to all.

The kingpins in the IkamvaYouth model are the young social entrepreneurs who coordinate the branches. IkamvaYouth’s branch coordinators are each responsible for between 60 and 180 learners and 20 to 50 volunteers. It is up to them to inspire all these young people to keep choosing hanging out at the library over the streets and shebeens. As the roles require extensive resourcefulness, initiative, flexibility, and an innovative approach, as well as the shouldering of an often overwhelming amount of responsibility, it does not work to fill these positions with people who have an “employee” mindset. Running an IkamvaYouth branch is so much more than a job, and a key unknown in the replication of the IkamvaYouth model is how many potential branch coordinators are out there.

We are thrilled that just 10 years into this work, our first ex-learner has been hired as a branch coordinator. Zukile Keswa is now running the Mdantsane branch, where he was a learner in 2005. Zukis is setting the standard of just what’s possible at IkamvaYouth. Along with the other superheroes running IkamvaYouth across the country, he is inspiring more young people to choose to step up to the ultimate responsibility and privilege of transforming our country.

How we do it and what we’ve learnt along the way
The Challenges: Under-achievement, informational asymmetry and the savvy gap

The key risks for township learners arise from three crucial issues:
- The bar is set too low, both at school and at home/in the wider community, leading to under-achievement even by learners with the academic potential to do much better;
- Lack of access to information about the possibilities and requirements of post-school placements leads learners to unwittingly narrow their choices throughout their school careers;
- The systems of accessing tertiary education in particular are essentially designed with middle-class applicants in mind, and thus seem Byzantine and even hostile to township learners who lack the savvy to navigate them.

Talent’s story is inspiring. And IkamvaYouth’s 2012 numbers sound promising. A few highest-performing learners at a given school – and unlike in more affluent suburbs – would struggle to access (let alone succeed in) even Higher Certificate studies at many Further Education and Training (FET) colleges. The result of all this is learners sitting in February of their post-matric year without a placement or any fall-back options, or, in extreme cases, leaving an option from a perfectly good institution to expire simply because it is not their first choice – and then not getting a second offer.

The Challenges of Lack of Information Continue into Learners’ Later School Careers

The impact of this asymmetry is felt at every crucial decision point of a learner’s school career, beginning with Grade 9 subject selection. Township learners’ subject choices are often ill-informed and shown by factors unrelated to their career preferences. In particular, the drive for higher pass rates with little regard for the quality or post-school value of these passes, as detailed under challenge 1, means that learners are pushed by their schools to choose easier subjects (eg Mathematical Literacy instead of Mathematics, Business Studies instead of Physical Sciences, etc.). The lack of resources in struggling schools also means learners’ subject choices may be constrained by arbitrary factors such as whether there are adequate textbooks or a teacher available for a given subject. Because Grade 9 township learners have access to so little information about post-school opportunities, they are unlikely to push back against these pressures and insist on subject choices which keep their career options open.

The challenges of lack of information continue into learners’ later careers, and by the time they reach Grade 11 or 12 they are often aware of only a few fields of study or work – the traditional “professions” such as Accounting, Engineering, Teaching, Medicine – and see these as the only fields worth entering, regardless of whether they align to the learners’ subject choices, interests, competencies or academic results. This can lead to situations where learners without even the requisite subject choices to be considered for entrance apply only to those familiar courses – eg a store. Township learners’ private access to information is also minimal: they are very unlikely to have computers or internet at home, and they have little or no guidance as to how to find information even when they do have the needed infrastructure.
The صلاة Grade 11 marks because of harder external papers. When they see this
post-university opportunities because they are not aware of any suitable ones; they apply to
post-school opportunities that they have no chance of being accepted for
because of the false expectations created by their schooling; or they
apply to opportunities that they may be accepted for, but will have little
chance of succeeding in because of their limited understanding of their
career options.

Challenge 3: Complex (and expensive) application and
registration processes become a barrier to entry for the
underprivileged

When middle-class learners actually apply to university, much like when
they research which universities to consider, they are surrounded by
institutional and familial support. Their parents and teachers have previous
experience of the complex forms, of translating school marks into points,
of which subjects need to be prioritised and which extracurricular activities
should be emphasised. They know that Grade 11 marks are crucial and
that the earlier you apply the better. They have many connections who
can write accomplished references, and they have support, guidance and
editing for their motivational essays and their covering letters.

Township learners, on the other hand, may well be the most
experienced form-completers in their household. They have likely never
written a motivational essay or letter before, and quite often neither has
anyone else in their immediate family or social circle. Even if they have
a number of extracurricular activities under their belts, they may not see
this as important to their application – indeed IkamvaYouth’s who have attended 95% of all IkamvaYouth sessions for three years might not mention
that fact on an application without IkamvaYouth’s guidance. Something
simple as an absent supporting document can sabotage a township
learner’s entire application, and by extension their entire future; their
learner’s entire application, and by extension their entire future; their
entire future; their

They are inclined to
informally employed guardian is unable to produce proof of income.
A stamp, they’re struggling to get an ID book out of Home Affairs, or their
school principal is unavailable to sign a reference, the school doesn’t have
an learner’s entire application, and by extension their entire future; their

But that is substantially harder for township learners. In his book
Outliers, the Story of Success, Malcolm Gladwell describes an insidious
gap between the children of middle-class families and their less privileged
counterparts. It is not IQ or academic performance that has the biggest
impact on who succeeds and who does not, he argues. It is “social savvy” –
the ability to get what you want out of life by using communication skills
and a particular form of assertiveness and entitlement.

Gladwell cites sociologist Annette Lareau, who found in a study of
this phenomenon that middle-class children, “acted as though they had
a right to pursue their own individual preferences and to actively manage
interactions in institutional settings. They appeared comfortable in those
settings; they were open to sharing information and asking for attention,”
while “poor children... didn’t know how to get their way, or how to
‘cramster’ whatever environment they were in, for their best purposes.”

In the university environment, this translates for township learners into
a tendency to take no for an answer a little too readily, and accept
rejection more easily than more privileged learners – with the ironic and
unfortunate result that those who most need exceptions to be made are
those least likely to get them.
his marks.
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The organisation provides the support, learning resources and information. A key part of the organisation’s success is that the

Kuhle, a Grade 12 Ikamvanite at a Western Cape branch, encapsulates this culture. He is already one of the top learners both at his school and the IkamvaYouth branch, and he probably has the marks he needs to access university and pursue his chosen career as a teacher, but he remains determined to increase his results in several subjects by a code – i.e. 10 or more – before his final exams, simply because he can. This drive for excellence, combined with the support of the Ikamvanites, guides them through the final process of choosing the post-school structures by enabling peers, mentors, and parents to develop empowered, informed learners. A learnership, an internship, employment, or tertiary-level studies. In their Grade 12 year, all Ikamvanites are paired 1-on-1 with a mentor, together with the

This organisation’s Ikamvanite Zone (www.ikamvanitezone.org), where This also allows them to access IkamvaYouth’s central repository of information, the Ikamvanite Zone, where

And while IkamvaYouth currently makes a significant contribution towards our learners’ application and registration fees, this is becoming increasingly stressful for them through the time committed to

While IkamvaYouth’s staff and mentors go a long way towards closing the gap between township learners and their more privileged counterparts, the learners’ parents and their wider community have a vital part to play. To that end, IkamvaYouth works to uplift and inform parents, volunteers and teachers so that they too can perform more like their more privileged counterparts. Every IkamvaYouth branch is run by a branch manager who guides them through the application process – again substituting for a role that might be played by a knowledgeable mentor, together with the

In part, this is about the well-publicised problems of the school system. Mathematics Yes We Can (workbooks written by Rahael Jalan) and programmes:

But there are also many things that could change at a policy level, closing the gap between township learners and their more privileged careers. A more ideal situation would be one where the department of education and universities worked together to provide a single coherent standard for the novice, who guides them through the whole process. While IkamvaYouth can touch whole families and communities, as they gain the skills and knowledge they need to take ownership of their own and their children’s educations. "The IkamvaYouth model is peer-driven. Although there are formal trying to achieve their best possible results.
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“One of the most powerful ways of children and young adults acquiring values is to see individuals they admire and respect exemplify those values in their own being and conduct. The question of leadership generally, and in the educational sphere particularly, is therefore of vital importance.” Nelson Mandela, Saamtrek conference, 2001

“The essential ingredients of struggles for justice are human beings who, if only for a moment, if only while beset with fears, step out of line and do something, however small. And even the smallest, most unheroic of acts adds to the store of kindling that may be ignited by some surprising circumstance into tumultuous change.” Zinn, 1994.

The Electoral Institute for the Sustainability of Democracy in Africa highlights “low levels of civil involvement and political apathy” as a dominant feature among young people. Robert Mattes (2011), in his paper entitled “The born frees: The prospects for generational change in post-apartheid South Africa”, writes that “while popular support for norms such as dignity, equality, freedom, non-racialism and majority rule may have led to the demise of apartheid, it is by no means certain that these norms are sufficient to support a liberal democracy. He cites extensive social scientific evidence to substantiate his claim that “South Africans – of all races – pay minimal lip service to the idea of democracy, and that significant minorities would be willing to countenance one-party rule or strong man dictatorship”.

The National Youth Policy (NYP) 200-2014 comprehensively outlines what should be done to improve the generally accepted rather dire situation in which the majority of youth find themselves. Two items on this long list that are particularly relevant to the topic at hand include: (i) The empowerment of young people as assets for national development. Interventions should raise the confidence of youth so that they can contribute meaningfully to their own development and to the broader society. (ii) Young people as instruments and agents of their own development. IkamvaYouth’s key focus is enabling disadvantaged youth to improve their academic results and access post-school opportunities. The phenomenal results and track record, have been achieved by young transformational leaders in their roles as volunteer tutors, mentors, branch committee (branchcom) members, assistants and coordinators. The organisational approach to leadership and decision-making builds the capacities and experience the country needs for a functioning democracy. While the NYP effectively highlights the challenges that need to be addressed, it’s rather thin on its recommendations as to how these ideals can practically be attained. However, it does note that young people should be “meaningfully engaged at community level, thus ensuring democratic involvement, acquisition of first-hand knowledge and experience of civic action”.

The involvement of youth in civil society and volunteerism is a generally accepted means to bolster participation in democratic processes. Mattes’ (2011) research found that “bornfrees who attend community meetings and join local action groups are significantly more democratic”. However, while Marabi (2005) acknowledges the potentially significant role civil society organisations can play in boosting civil engagement, he notes that their capacity to do so “depends on the rules under which they operate” and calls for the creation of a framework within which voluntary activities “promote the country’s most inclusive political ideals.” The future wellbeing of South Africa’s democracy and economy lies in the hands of our youth. This generation’s level of education, engagement with democratic processes, and cultural values and principles will determine the quality of leadership in the institutions, companies, organisations and Government of the not-too-distant future.

IkamvaYouth’s decision-making processes are underpinned by the organisation’s values:

| A culture of responsibility for self and others | Responsibility is at the core of this approach to decision-making. When we have voiced our opinions and voted in accordance with what we think is right, we have a responsibility for this decision. As ikamvanites we have the responsibility to voice and own our thoughts, opinions and ideas and to offer them into the decision-making process in order to best fulfil our roles and responsibilities to the wider organisation and, ultimately, the learners. |
| Collaboration and peer-to-peer support | By participating in key decisions, we build our individual and collective experiences and capacities. By learning from the ways in which our peers think, we develop our own knowledge and leadership experience. When ikamvanites support peer learning between not only the learners and tutors, but also between branchcom members and colleagues, our organisation becomes better equipped to deliver on our mission. |
Connected to the value of collaboration is that of diversity
The more angles and perspectives from which an issue is considered, the better thought-out the resulting action. When diverse people collaborate in collective problem solving, the resultant solution is likely to be better than when one or two people (who can necessarily bring only their individual perspectives) decide. Palmer (2011) reminds us that “the benefits of diversity can be ours only if we hold our differences with respect, patience, openness, and hope, which means we must attend to the invisible dynamics of the heart that are part of democracy’s infrastructure”.
Commitment to impact through democratic processes
Better decision-making will ultimately lead to better impact. However, democratic processes are not easy, hence the need for ikamvanites to be committed to seeing through even when addressing particularly challenging or thorny issues.
Integrity and openness
It’s by having things open and transparent that we ensure individual and collective integrity. Through transparency and openness, we’re held accountable to the community at large (learners, parents, volunteers, donors, colleagues, the board, etc).
Pay-for-it-forward
Ikamvanites’ model is underpinned by the ethos of contributing what we have gained (through our experiences and education) to build a better learning environment. Mattes (2011) cites Inglehart’s (1990) socialisation hypothesis that experiences in late adolescence powerfully influence the development of personal attitudes and he makes a case for the “conscious teaching of pro-democratic values and preferences to the young through civil society and mass media.” Ikamvanites takes this step further with an experiential, peer-to-peer learning approach. The pedagogy goes beyond tutoring, career guidance and computer literacy to the development of pro-democratic values and preferences to the young through civil society and mass media.
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There’s a great book written by Pulitzer prize winner Tina Rosenberg, called “Join the Club: How peer pressure can transform the world”. Rosenberg describes how the solidarity of peer groups can cause young people to rebel against cigarettes and alcohol abuse, overthrow a dictator non-violently and improve the Maths scores of college students.

IkamvaYouth taps into the same basic human desires – of identity, purpose and belonging – to get young people to do better at school. It shows that the answer to the challenge of education does not only rest with the teachers, but with the students themselves. Properly motivated and feeling connected, young people will strive to perform well.

The DG Murray Trust supports IkamvaYouth because we believe it works. Arguably, spunky students will self-select to participate in the programme, but we need to support motivated students to reach their full potential. If enough of these students emerge as the new leadership in schools – as inevitably they do – they will start to strengthen the learning culture of their classmates. Better school marks will open doors for further study, and Ikamvanites will be more prepared for the transition to tough university environments that still lead to most rural and township students dropping out.

The benefits of IkamvaYouth will be long-lasting. Ask most employers what they look for in considering young people for employment, and they’ll tell you that they want to see commitment, self-discipline and eagerness. The job skills can follow. The ability to think, analyse, plan and articulate a clear position are all vital work skills, and these are all stimulated by the robust, interactive environment of peer groups.

Of course, it would be naïve to suggest that Ikamvanites will sail effortlessly into jobs when they leave school. The barriers to employment are high. It’s difficult to find work when you don’t have taxi fare to look for work in the city. But IkamvaYouth enables young people to navigate difficult life terrain and find barely visible footholds for upward mobility. It builds resilience, so that they get up again when they’ve been knocked down. Perhaps most importantly, it teaches young people that you don’t have to stand on the face of your colleagues to make your way up in life.

There is a groundswell of dedicated and educated young people who are engaged in changing South Africa. IkamvaYouth’s leaders are such examples. Like many of their comrades, they are still struggling to be seen and heard. But in time, they will emerge as a new leadership, committed to using their new connections for the public good.

David Harrison, CEO, DGMT
2012 started off very well. Moving on from a year in which we had a lot of struggles and difficulties, 2012 was a year for learning from our mistakes, exploring new avenues, taking on new challenges. 160 learners achieved 75% or more attendance, three times a week during the school terms throughout the year, and 200 learners and volunteers participated in an intense two-week Winter School. The matrics valiantly attended an extra week at the branch; spending their entire holidays working harder than they do in the term!

We had our annual strategic planning weekend at the Zolani centre in Nyanga which was exciting, interesting and great fun. We elected our Branch Committee, which has been responsible for decision-making at our branch in 2012, and with their support we also drew up our first branch constitution.

The ‘Yes We Can’ Mathematics project kicked off in early January with our Grade 8s. The programme covers the fundamentals of Mathematical Literacy, and through peer-to-peer learning and a supportive environment, helps students to excel in many of their other subjects too. Learners also develop self-confidence in approaching problems, as well as the skills to solve them.

Thirty five learners completed the Operation Fikelela curriculum; and Grade 9 learners completed The Khan Academy, which has been a great success; most of the learners that took part excelled at school. At the end of the year all our Grade 9s chose to do pure Mathematics rather than Mathematical Literacy, which is a huge achievement.

Our annual Winter School took place at UCT for the first time. Learners and volunteers were taken to the UCT middle campus where they participated in two weeks of intensive tutoring, attended informative workshops and went on excursions all over Cape Town. Grade 11 and 12 learners attended chemistry workshops, facilitated by Thobela Bixa. Tutoring took place for all the grades, with the higher grades working through past exam papers and the Answer Series books. PSH (Peers in Sexual Health) ran self-awareness workshops, while Sunstep got involved in helping our Physics students make alarms and facilitating other experiments. Rose, a volunteer from Stanford, ran a photography workshop, while other volunteers facilitated some deep debates. Andreas and his team from ERM, and Matthew from Cape Leopard Trust made sure the students got to grips with our environment. They learnt about how to make their immediate environment more sustainable, and went for walks in Tokai forest – finding a few wild animals along the way.

Capitec ran some financial literacy training workshops, LiveSA magazine did a photo-shoot and created content for their YouTube channel, and the South African Astronomical Observatory ran workshops about what is happening in our solar system.

In September, Reel Lives, a film-making company started a project with four Makhazanites. Reel Lives uses media to support education, empowerment and social change. Their approach consists of an integrated set of programmes that achieves both depth and breadth of service. Each student learner is associated with documentary filmmaking, from cinematography and narrative development, through to non-linear editing with Final Cut Pro. Each young filmmaker engages with his or her life through film. The documentary films were screened at the Labia theatre. Makhazanites shot, edited and created documentaries with Real Lives. Makhazanites also made a music video for Adobe Youth Voices; participated in FunDza Literacy Trust’s Winterville writing workshop; and strutted their stuff for a LIVE Magazine fashion shoot. Makhaza learners took first place in debate at the annual Western Cape Talent Show in August, and showed off their debating acumen at a Heritage Day Debating Workshop, and at UCT’s Festival of Desire.

All learners attended the annual, hugely successful Careers Indaba at the Zolani Centre in Nyanga. The learners were also not and about, hiking in the Langebasn Forest Park and up Table Mountain with ACCESS. Twenty Ramvuanites managed their health by participating in voluntary HIV counselling and testing, and everybody developed their financial literacy by participating in Capitec Bank’s workshops.

The Grade 12s did really well at the end of the year: there was a big improvement in results.

The Ramvuanites’ commitment and academic successes were celebrated at our annual prize-giving. We would like to thank all our sponsors, funders, supporters, parents, friends and especially the learners for their assistance in making 2012 a success.
The Raimondo Family’s involvement with IkamvaYouth began in early 2005 when Joseph Raimondo, a UCT student at the time, joined IkamvaYouth as a volunteer tutor. During Saturday mornings spent at the Nazeema Isaacs library in Makhaza he experienced firsthand the energy and commitment that defines IkamvaYouth. Huddled in small groups, learners and tutors were tackling South Africa’s education crisis one Maths problem at a time. In order to assist IkamvaYouth in their need to expand and serve more learners, the Giuseppe and Rita Raimondo Charitable Trust (GRRCT) initiated financial support in 2007.

From a funder’s perspective, several key attributes have made IkamvaYouth an exciting and attractive partner. Firstly, they started with, and continue to hold, a clearly definable and quantifiable vision. IkamvaYouth has remained focused on this vision through consistent monitoring of their own performance, including regular reviews and the implementation of changes where necessary. IkamvaYouth’s long-term strategic planning is both thorough and innovative, which underlies the organisation’s resolve to solve South Africa’s biggest challenges in education.

Secondly, the GRRCT has been impressed by IkamvaYouth’s democratic governance structures. There is no cult around “the founder”, with leadership spread throughout the organisation. IkamvaYouth is also a remarkably inclusive organisation with space for all South Africans regardless of race or background, an inspirational model of South Africans working together for a better future.

Thirdly, IkamvaYouth provides broad-based support for learners giving them a real sense of belonging. This is evidenced by the fact that past graduates often return as new volunteers. Indeed, previous learners now hold important leadership positions at the highest levels within the organisation.

Lastly, IkamvaYouth is a well-managed organisation, which provides excellent communication and feedback to its funders. The GRRCT is proud to have supported IkamvaYouth for the past seven years. We congratulate IkamvaYouth on their 10th anniversary and affirm our continued support. We look forward to witnessing what IkamvaYouth will further achieve in the future.

Joseph and John Raimondo, on behalf of the Giuseppe and Rita Raimondo Charitable Trust
Nyanga
THE ZOLANI CENTRE

2012 was a para-setting year for the Nyanga branch, which we started off with our much awaited move from the Nyanga Library to Zolani Centre. Tutors, staff and volunteers appreciated this move to a more spacious and safer venue. We held our Open Day in February, which was well attended by learners, parents and volunteers, and the year started off in earnest.

Shuvai, the new branch coordinator joined the Nyanga family in April and shortly afterwards, we had our strategic planning weekend where a Branch Committee was elected, which was to lead the branch throughout the year.

Overall, 63 learners achieved 75% or more attendance at tutoring sessions, three times a week during the school terms throughout the year. In June, the branch took on its first Grade 8 cohort consisting of 20 learners.

One of the year’s highlights was our second independent Winter School, held at the University of the Western Cape, with 96 learners, volunteers and staff in attendance. The learners participated in several workshops including financial literacy, HIV awareness and testing, science and innovation, and media and journalism which were all eye-opening and exciting experiences for them. We also opened our computer lab in August, with 20 new computers, in partnership with Numeric. PanSolutions generously donated a printer for use in the computer lab.

Our first Grade 8 cohort joined us at the beginning of the year, and started doing Khan Academy to help with their Mathematics.

Seventy learners attended the Careers Indaba hosted at the branch in September and participated in career guidance, Interview skills and CV writing workshops. Seventeen learners participated in the International Coastal Cleanup Day, and 70 Ikamvanites participated in HIV/AIDS testing and awareness initiatives.

2012 also saw the launch of the Nyanga green team, in partnership with the Environmental Resource Management (ERM) team. The Nyanga debate team was also launched, with support from the UWC debating society. Nyanganites also participated in the Enke: Make your mark, and three of them went on a leadership camp, returning with bright ideas on how to effect change in their communities. At our prize-giving ceremony, three of our learners received computers donated by Capitec Bank, and this was cause for much excitement and happiness.

Our Grade 12 class topped off the year brilliantly with their results. For 2013, the branch is set to continue growing, enabling more young people to work together to lift themselves out of poverty.

RESULTS
- 173 learners registered in January
- 95.5% of those who met the >75% attendance requirement passed into the next grade
- 90% of matriculants accessed tertiary
- 70% of matriculants accessed tertiary
- 100% of learners who wrote matric are enrolled in post-school opportunities (70% tertiary, 20% learnerships or employment, 10% supplementing)

“ikamvaYouth is doing so much to help our children because of its work, our children can pursue their dreams with help from people who know more than they do.”
Mr Mputa, parent

“At ikamvaYouth I get a chance to study because there is a lot of noise at home and the tutors are friendly and always help.”
Siyasanga Mhlaleni, 2012 Gr 12

“I like coming to ikamvaYouth it keeps me from doing bad things that will get me into trouble.”
Aphiwe Sobutyu, 2012 Gr 12
The Masiphumelele branch was very active during 2012, with great opportunities presented to learners.

Learners grabbed hold of the myriad opportunities made available through IkamvaYouth’s diverse programme and holistic approach to education. Tutors were mobilised by means of recruitment drives at colleges, universities and in the surrounding communities.

We started the year with an Open Day to welcome Ikamvanites, and a parents meeting in order to gain the support of parents. Clear vision and direction was plotted for the year ahead by means of the annual Strategic Planning Weekend in March. A new Branch Committee was elected, and Masiphumelele branch was fired up for the first term!

Overall, 100 committed learners achieved 75% or more attendance throughout the year.

An exciting camping trip to the Cederberg Mountains was hosted by the Cape Leopard Trust during April, as an incentive to those learners who had attained high attendance. Over the course of four days, learners stayed in tents, dug for fossils, participated in team-building activities and did star gazing. The highlight of the trip was hiking across the Cederberg. April was jam-packed with activities and the start of many groups, such as the Philosophy Club; Ladies’ Club and the Men’s Club. The much anticipated Winter School was held in June. With the assistance of local and foreign volunteers, this annual event was a resounding success.

Morning sessions consisted of tutoring, while the afternoon sessions featured workshops in vocational and character-building subjects. These ranged from chemistry experiments to an HIV/AIDS Peer Education programme and leadership skills. Twenty-one Ikamvanites participated in the HIV/AIDS testing and awareness initiative, and on World AIDS Day in December, 40 learners engaged in a Skype dialogue with Boston University journalism students and others about issues of HIV/AIDS awareness. Winter school culminated in a display of talents from all the IkamvaYouth’s branches in the Western Cape. Shortly after this, it was time to get down to business, with Grade 12 learners applying for tertiary institutions and bursaries.

Spring finally arrived, and the learners who had maintained good attendance were treated to a trip to Cape Point. The annual Career Indaba in Nyanga was also held, and saw scores of learners eagerly listening to exhibitors about career choices and other post-matric options. The busy and enterprising year was concluded with prize-giving. Learners who had excelled beyond their peers received computers as a prize. Proud parents, IkamvaYouth staff and learners packed the library’s hall.

Branch coordinator, Nicolas Commeigne, who started the Masiphumelele branch, resigned at the end of the year. Johnlyn Tromp has now been employed in his place. Sue Alexander continues to be a pillar of support to the Masiphumelele branch, in her role as chief librarian.

"I am very happy because I was stressing a lot, in order to get a good pass mark. I obtained a bachelor pass. I think I have a bright future ahead of me."

Zinto Matak, learner, accepted at both UWC and UFS

RESULTS

* 100% of those who met the >75% attendance requirement passed into the next grade
* 82% matric pass (30% bachelor & 38% diploma); 95% following supplementary exams
* 77% of matriculants accessed tertiary
* 100% of learners who wrote matric are enrolled in post-school opportunities (77% tertiary, 23% learnerships or employment)
Since we began our funding partnership in 2009, IkamvaYouth’s growth across numerous dimensions has been remarkable to observe: from volunteer-led to professionally-staffed, from one site to many, from a handful of donors to a broad roster. Yet there has been constancy of mission and philosophy: keeping deeply rooted in the communities, expecting excellence from participants and staff, engaging volunteers and former participants to pay it forward.

We appreciate that a number of EMpower’s board and donors also have had the chance to visit or hear from IkamvaYouth. They, as have we, inevitably come away with a strong sense of the challenges in townships and especially the practical, tested approaches IkamvaYouth is implementing successfully to address needs and to create pathways for youth towards better opportunities.

We have been so impressed by IkamvaYouth’s resilience in the face of tough situations, its embrace of learning and adaptation, its ambitious but thoughtful vision of growth to fundamentally change the prospects of next generations, and especially its results.

It has been a pleasure to partner with IkamvaYouth over these past five years and we look forward to the next steps along the journey. From the EMpower team, heartfelt congratulations on your 10th anniversary and exemplary achievements!

Cynthia Steele
Executive Vice President, EMpower
2012 was a year filled with numerous challenges for the Chesterville branch, some of which emanated from previous years. One of these challenges was staff turnover, which saw the branch managed by a new branch coordinator, branch assistant, as well as district coordinator. The Branch Coordinator position remained vacant for three months towards the end of the year, after Thobuhle Mthembu vacated her post at the end of September 2012.

Another challenge during the year was that of maintaining learner numbers, due to (transport related) financial difficulties experienced by learners resulting from the move to the Chesterville Youth Centre in November 2011. The branch also lost a significant number of matrics from one of our feeder schools located far from the Centre at the beginning of the year, due to transport related difficulties.

Despite these challenges, the branch has enjoyed a number of successes during 2012. Overall, 77 committed learners (> 75% attendance) completed the year.

The branch committee was voted in at the SPW, which was held jointly with the new Umlazi branch. The Chesterville branch has been instrumental in assisting with setting up the branch in Umlazi. Some tutors from the Chesterville branch moved over to the Umlazi branch to help create a culture of learning and a successful sister branch.

The branch held its Winter School at the DUT Steve Biko campus, in collaboration with the Umlazi branch. Despite the challenges encountered, the IYKZN team with the help of the tutors and facilitators managed to execute the Winter School programme effectively and impact learners academically and socially. Learners had the opportunity to participate in activities such as life skills workshops, career guidance, HIV awareness and testing, environmental awareness, sports day, as well as excursions to the Natal Sharks Board and PheZulu Safari Park.

During the year, learners also had opportunities to participate in a variety of programmes under our five portfolios, such as the Fundza Reading Programme, aimed at developing the learners’ literacy skills. Learners also had an opportunity to give back to their community on Mandela Day (18th July), when they got involved at a local mission, cleaning and painting two classrooms. ABI, another of IkamvaYouth’s major funders invited learners to their plant in Phoenix, for a tour as well as career talks by some of the company’s top executives. Learners also attended career guidance workshops and career day, watched films at the Durban International Film Festival, showcased their performances at the branch’s talent show, and published their own creative writing through the Fundza Reading Programme.

We also had an opportunity to attend and present at the International Partnership Conference (IPIN 2012) hosted by MIET Africa. This was both a valuable learning experience and an opportunity to share some of our knowledge with other organisations. The conference also provided opportunities for engagement and partnerships with other organisations doing similar/complementary work. One such organisation was MIET Africa, who donated some valuable materials for use in our Life Skills and HIV/AIDS awareness programmes. There were subsequently 52 participants in voluntary HIV counselling and testing at our branch.

Despite the challenges experienced during the year, the Chesterville matric class of 2012 managed to achieve their goal. Two learners each achieved three distinctions. One has been accepted to study Applied Chemistry at UKZN, while the other will be studying Applied Language Studies at DUT. Another learner, who is a foreign student, achieved a distinction in Accounting, and has been awarded a 90% bursary to study at St Augustine’s College in Johannesburg.

"Bulelwa would have passed but without IkamvaYouth it would not have been as good as it is. Her results were great and she has made the family proud."

Parent rep, parent of Bulelwa Xobiso Grade 12

"My experience last year was thrilling and fascinating. Engaging with other learners from different schools has increased my confidence and communication skills”

Sanele Sishange, Grade 12

**Results**

- 96% of those who met the >75% attendance requirement passed into the next grade
- 100% matric pass (42% bachelor & 33% diploma)
- 58% of matriculants accessed tertiary
- 92% of learners who wrote matric are enrolled in post-school opportunities (58% tertiary, 34% learnerships or employment)
2012 was the beginning of an interesting and challenging journey starting a new branch in the Umlazi AA section. The branch opened its doors on the 14th of April 2012, with an Open Day, which was very well attended by the community. We were graced by the presence of ABI (the branch’s funder) as well as head of Libraries from the eThekwini municipality, who have donated tutoring and office space.

As a new branch, we’ve experienced a number of challenges, one of which has been maintaining learner numbers. The branch was able to quickly surpass the target of 50 learners by Winter School, but struggled to increase this number during the rest of the year. One of the reasons for this was the lack of a proven track record in the eyes of the community, including potential learners. Also, because learners did not yet fully understand the implications of the attendance requirements, we lost learners along the way. In the end, 50 committed learners completed the year.

In August 2012, N’thabiseng Zwane joined the Umlazi team as the new branch assistant. She came to the rescue after the previous branch assistant left the branch without notice on the first day of Winter School. Winter School this year was held at DUT, in conjunction with the Chesterville branch. It also served as a good time and space for our learners to interact with the Chesterville learners and broaden their perspective of IkamvaYouth. There were excursions to Phezulu Safari Park and The Natal Sharks Board, activities and even a sports day. Other Winter School highlights include the Reading Corner initiative and Chemistry lab practical experiments. All of this was made possible through the two branches working closely together.

For Mandela Day, learners helped out to get the AA Umlazi library in order. Fifty-three Ikamvanites participated in the HIV/AIDS testing and awareness initiative, and 37 learners joined Ikamvanites from Chesterville for a set of presentations and career talks by top executives at Amalgamated Beverage Industries (ABI) and toured the ABI Plant.

The support and cooperation we have received from the schools has really helped in the growth of the branch. The library has also been very generous to us and they have supported our initiative at every step. We look forward to building a bigger and stronger branch in 2013.

“What I like most about it is that we get help from people who are almost the same age as we are, that makes learning easier than at school where the teachers are much older”

Mxwandle Sibaya, matric learner

“A civil society is in its educated youth” – unknown. As an organisation, ikamvaYouth, ensures that the youth is empowered through education, contributes to a civil society and a better/brighter future is created for the youth and the country. The small sacrifice made by volunteers and staff of ikamvaYouth goes a long way”

Zandile Dlamini, volunteer tutor

RESULTS

* 96% of those who met the >75% attendance requirement passed into the next grade

The branch looks forward to supporting its first class of matriculating Ikamvanites in 2013
My future is like a creature and I’m the creator
God forbid bad friends coz I am the maker
For the walls of doubt I am the dillapidator
And all my obstructions the assassinator

Because the future is in my hands
Rain pours down my face
Getting tired of the race
Why does life lead a fast pace
When you’re not ready for the game

I smell my future is near
I sense my hands do not fear
Because my future is in my hands

Dreamt of being a doctor
Overcome by dope factors
Some will settle for being cleaners
But for me, the grass is greener

I have potential of being a leader
So you see... I attend this institution
With a Xhosa restitution
They give me free-of-charge tuition
Enthusiastic with precision
And glad to be of assistance
... the name is Ikamva

Nokuhanya M Ngcobo
At ABI, community development is an integral part of our sustainable development framework. We firmly believe that the health and prosperity of the communities in which we operate are essential to our profitability and growth, so for us investing in our communities is not something we do when we have some funds left over, but it is something we plan annually and allocate dedicated funds to.

When ABI was presented with an opportunity by IkamvaYouth in 2011, we saw this as a sustainable opportunity to make a meaningful contribution to one of the greatest challenges facing South Africa today. The challenge of declining standards of education, thereby leading to poor high school grades, especially in Maths and Science. At ABI we believe in getting involved in social development programmes that will have a lasting effect on the beneficiaries and the community at large. The IkamvaYouth programme does exactly that. The fact that over 50% of IkamvaYouth volunteers is made up of past learners and that their matric pass rate has on a consistent level been better than the national average, is a testimony to the sustainability of the programme.

When we first started it was in the middle of our 2011/2012 financial year and we had already allocated our funds, but we couldn’t miss out on this great opportunity to make a sustainable impact in our communities. We started with only R150 000 in 2011. In 2012, we increased our funding to just over R1 200 000, and extended IkamvaYouth services to Umlazi. We did not stop here but in 2013 we have extended our commitment to IkamvaYouth to include a three-year relationship that will see ABI invest an additional R2 000 000 to provide IkamvaYouth services to two more communities in Ikageng, Klerksdorp and Mamelodi, Pretoria.

Words cannot express our pride in the work that is done by IkamvaYouth and our satisfaction in seeing many more disadvantaged learners getting an opportunity to better their lives through education. The challenge to afford more and more learners access to quality education continues for each and every South African, parents, learners, private sector, public sector and especially educators. Each and every one of us has a role to play, the question remains, what role are you playing as a caring South African? Partnering with IkamvaYouth as a funder or a volunteer is a great way to contribute, no doubt.

Tshidi Ramogase
Corporate Affairs Director
ABI

“What I enjoy about being at IkamvaYouth is making new friends and learning about new things like how to manage stress during exam times or how to set goals. The career workshops really helped me to be a better student. I love being part of this organisation because it cares for us.”

Benny Matlou, Grade 11 learner at Ivory Park
2012 was another busy year for the Ebony Park Branch, with young lives being positively transformed and many learners moving from complacency into action.

Many activities took place at the branch throughout the year but the one I am most excited to mention is Winter School. Winter School was themed “From my past to my future” and was dedicated to the late Professor Phillip Tobias; one of South Africa’s most honoured and decorated scientists. It is because of the value of the three weeks of activities in ensuring that IkamvaYouth learners improve their academic and non-academic circumstances; that our sponsors (ABI and African Bank), our local and international volunteers, as well as the learners continue unremittingly to commit resources and time to this end. Learners and tutors converged at the Ebony Park branch every day of Winter School with evident evidence throughout the three weeks of learning and fun. Activities included intense tutoring, English & Maths fundamentals, the career fair, the excursion, voluntary counselling and testing (HIV/AIDS), various workshops, as well as streams, where learners and tutors exposed their skills and talent. Matriulants attended Open Days at Wits, UJ and TUT, and their mentors were trained in a workshop, hosted by The Coaching Centre. Learners attended a diverse range of Career Guidance workshops.

Forty volunteers and staff attended a Strategic Planning Weekend to plot the Branch’s goals, and everyone celebrated IY’s accomplishment of being the first African organisation to make the WorldBlu List of the World’s Most Democratic Workplaces. One hundred and thirty Ikamvanites participated in voluntary HIV counselling and testing, and 50 learners completed Operation Fikelela Computer Literacy classes. Grade 10 learners competed in the HIP2B2 & 3M Innovation Challenge. Several Ikamvanites joined St Benedict’s Private School, Pretoria Boys’ High and Wits students to take part in the BBC Africa Debate at Wits, and others even made their own movie!

The branch faced many changes this year. Nyasha Mutasa was named the new branch coordinator in January, and Andrew Barrett, who started the branch, bade us farewell on the 6th of July. In the midst of all these changes, the branch opened its own library with the help of many committed volunteers and generous donors, and managed to shine with its matric results. Our highest achiever, Ntebaleng Morake, achieved four distinctions and is now studying at UCT.

Being a branch coordinator at the Ebony Park Branch has been a life-changing experience for me. Getting to know the learners and encouraging the learners to continually commit to uplifting themselves out of poverty through education has given me hope. I believe that with hope and action IkamvaYouth will attain its Vision 2030 goal and I am a part of this movement.

I perceive education as a pre-requisite for sustainable development and that is why I decided to join IkamvaYouth

Ntebaleng Morake, learner

“While there remains a long way to go in achieving making our country and Africa a better place for everyone, the small efforts of helping one learner at a time as we do at IkamvaYouth is a great step that must never be disparaged.”

Kihisha Suleman, tutor
I grew up in the dusty township streets of Kaalfontein Midrand. My mother, being part of a generational cycle of domestic workers in my family, sacrificed a lot of things to enable me to escape this cycle and have better opportunities. She infused me with pride and dignity and allowed me to dream bigger than our two-room rented shack. Having a strong work ethic and being intrigued by History, Law and Politics, I took the first step of rejuvenating myself by joining IkamvaYouth Gauteng. I perceive education as a pre-requisite for sustainable development and that is why I decided to join IkamvaYouth. Education is the foundation of every society and an essential element to build a secure livelihood. It is the only thing that can catapult me, a daughter of a domestic worker and transform me to make gigantic impacts in our country and continent, by stimulating entrepreneurship, nourishing education and tackling crime through my desired career path (Law and Politics).

IkamvaYouth helped me academically and made me a strong academic student. Through its help, I was able to be in the academic top five in my school and be awarded the Academic Excellence Award for Grade 12, 2012 by Tsosoloso Ya Afrika High School. I was recently selected to part of be part of the Urban Transformers 2012-2013 by Rethink Leadership as I am inspired by ethical leadership and I speak up in favour of the voiceless. I have also managed to get four distinctions for matric, and this is a dream come true for me. The fact that I got such good results means that my future has taken a completely different route and my mother will not have to work as a domestic worker for much longer. Although my mother is financially disadvantaged, I am now studying at the University of Cape Town. When I wrote this article about myself, I realised that I aspire to represent the best of Africa’s produce for she is not destitute nor cursed or relegated to occupying the position of orphan continent. I have a clear vision of where I am going, for I have invested in educating myself in preparation to make myself, my community, country and continent a success.

My dream is to one day be the President of the Republic of South Africa and the Secretary General of the United Nations. I want to thank IkamvaYouth for helping me to work towards my dreams.
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2012 was a year of challenges and learning, a year of faith and patience, with venue and other challenges. We really had to unleash all our inner super powers to manage it all. The involvement of the branch committee was very helpful, whilst the parents also took responsibility to take part in shaping their children’s future. The first term also saw a few parents attending our Saturday sessions. Overall, 92 committed learners (> 75% attendance) completed the year (over 700 applications were received).

Our move to the Lord Khanyile Youth Centre made a huge difference to the learners, tutors and staff, and we are grateful to the MYC for their partnership. Ivory Park managed to build a solid relationship with the University of Johannesburg (UJ) academic centre, which has seen learners being exposed to free academic study skills sessions conducted by Dr Karen Hare and Dr Welcome Kubeka. The Tzu Chi Foundation has also been a great source of encouragement and inspiration, and continues to support us with fruit and snacks. Our learners are now community ambassadors and understand the meaning of humanitarian work and caring for society.

Our Winter School was implemented in conjunction with the Ebony Park branch. The winter school started on a positive note with an excursion to the Sandton Convention Centre for the Career Indaba, and the Wits Origin Centre where there was a presentation on the Stone Age and fossils. This presentation fitted well with our theme “From Our Past To Our Future”, celebrating South-African paleoanthropologist Prof Phillip Tobias. Another exciting event was the Hip2B2 and 3M competition, aimed at exposing learners to the world of science, where our learners advanced to the Top 10 Stage!

We were also excited to have visited a home movie factory, where our learners were shown behind the scenes of television production and movie making. Learners also participated in Career Guidance Workshops run by African Bank. Eighty-two ikamvanites managed their health by participating in voluntary HIV counselling and testing, and everyone participated in life skills workshops run by the Tzu Chi Foundation.

Despite all the challenges associated with our move, Ivory Park has had a fabulous year. A big thank you goes to tutors who have shown continued support, the committed and determined learners who always manage to put a smile on my face, and the support from IkamvaYouth South Africa from the district to the national level at large.

I am particularly thankful to have been given the opportunity to journey with young people to help improve their future prospects, and I have been humbled by the many invitations from parents to join in the celebrations of their children’s achievements.

“...I have been humbled by the many invitations from parents to join in the celebrations of their children’s achievements.”

Modjadji Selowe, Branch Assistant

**RESULTS**

* 92% of those who met the >75% attendance requirement passed into the next grade
* The branch looks forward to supporting its first class of matriculating Nanyirats in 2013
We are honoured to contribute to the 10th anniversary Annual Report of this inspirational organisation. It has been a great trajectory to watch and to have had the privilege of participating in. We are particularly impressed with the values, culture and processes which we believe lie behind IY’s extraordinary success. These include:

- Sharing: sharing, openness and an interest in learning from other people are in the DNA of IkamvaYouth and a culture of openness permeates the ethos of the entire organisation. At each of the Annual Strategic Planning weeks we’ve attended we have been inspired by this culture of giving, which in turn supports the organisation’s culture of learning.

- Innovation: IkamvaYouth’s staff and volunteers are encouraged and empowered to solve problems all the time. This generates an ethic of curiosity and fearlessness that encourages on-going innovation. We are encouraged by IkamvaYouth’s desire to conduct new pilots, test new approaches and partner with organisations that can offer new insight and new efficiencies in improving impact.

- Planning: IkamvaYouth has meticulously planned their development. There has not been an opportunistic, spontaneous expansion, but rather an on-going careful evaluation of organisational strengths and weaknesses to unveil real opportunities. For example, the expansion of IkamvaYouth into the Eastern Cape was planned a good two years in advance and as a result is exceeding expectations.

- Inclusiveness: IkamvaYouth demonstrates the commitment to involving as great a number of key stakeholders as possible in relevant decisions. This has generated a network of powerful, lasting partnerships. Also, the organisation’s open-door approach rewards individual effort and allows it to offer true hope to any learner – this supports the development of a true meritocracy in South Africa.

- Building an effective Board: as well as leveraging the inspirational leadership of the existing Chairperson of IkamvaYouth, the organisation has thoughtfully included a range of stakeholders on its Board, which is an example to other growing organisations.

- Giving back: IkamvaYouth is not only focused on its own development and success, rather it takes active steps to demonstrate its genuine desire to support other smaller organisations’ efforts to develop. The recent appointment of the IkamvaYouth Development Officer, who will provide various levels of support to a number of emerging organisations, is an example of this.

- Self-reliance: IkamvaYouth has shown maturity in encouraging on-going discussions in considering ways in which it can achieve greater sustainability and self-reliance while never compromising its values and ethics.

- Building strong relations with partners: IkamvaYouth invite donors to be true partners – we continue to be encouraged to participate in strategic thinking, give feedback and make observations, while respecting that it is IkamvaYouth’s management who make the decisions.

Looking back over the years of the relationship it is remarkable to think how far it has come and how much it has developed. It is particularly gratifying that IkamvaYouth now has access to much larger donors than TLT. We consider it to be a wonderfully successful graduate from our organisation.

The Chair of the Learning Trust first got to know Joy and IkamvaYouth in 2008 with an early personal grant. Since then TLT has supported the organisation’s expansion and replication plans, including its website development, expansion into the Eastern Cape as well as introducing IkamvaYouth to other significant funders. The Learning Trust seeks to extend and improve learning opportunities for young South Africans growing up in conditions of poverty and exclusion, by funding and building the capacity of outstanding grassroots education initiatives. We differentiate ourselves by working alongside local partners to strengthen governance and improve quality and impact, taking young, community-based organisations that demonstrate significant potential towards the point of self-reliance. We are building a community of donors interested in collaborating to support and grow the most exciting education interventions in South Africa.

Charles Ainslie
Director
The Learning Trust
In October 2012 we got off to a very promising beginning at the Grahamstown Branch. Among other things, there has been a very high level of stakeholder engagement, which has made it possible for the IkamvaYouth programme to set up a perfectly balanced foundation. As one would expect, there have been some teething problems and challenges here and there. However, we have been able to overcome and we have proceeded to ensure that we have the desired number of learners. Remarkable progress has been made since we began. Without doubt, building sustainable relationships has been key to setting up the programme, not only for Grahamstown but with the idea of establishing IkamvaYouth in other areas in the Eastern Cape Province in the future. In recognition of the fact that we work with learners who are under the care of the Department of Education, we approached the Department for a formal introduction. The programme was well received by officials who recognize that the education system in the Eastern Cape is in a state of crisis. Accordingly, they welcomed IkamvaYouth’s intervention with open arms.

Rhodes University Community Engagement has played a significant role in giving us the necessary support to set up our programme. Tutor recruitment was done with a great deal of help from a recruitment weekend for all interested non-profit organisations to give presentations to potential volunteers. It is through this process that we managed to secure a good number of our volunteers. Rhodes University Community Engagement even went as far as offering to transport our volunteers from campus to the tutoring centre on all designated days. Through the relationship built with this department we were included in the list of non-profit organisations to get office space at the Joza Youth Hub. The idea behind this hub is for like-minded organisations to operate from one space for them to be able to maximise the use of their resources and widen the scope of their impact. This should work well for IkamvaYouth as it gives us direct access to the community and promotes sustainability of the programme. Our learners have received a number of offers of support from various university departments. These Departments will offer workshops during our winter school.

The programme ended the year on a high note; confidently looking forward to the rest of 2013 as we rally for an organised attack on poverty; using education as our weapon of choice. The foundations of what promises to be a functioning programme were set as follows:

**Learner recruitment**: More than 100 learners applied to be part of the programme in November; Grade 10s and 11s.

**Tutor recruitment**: 37 tutors are signed up. The tutors are Rhodes University students, University personnel and GADRA Education bursars.

**Partner schools**: Our learners came from four township high schools which signed MOUs with IkamvaYouth. One of the four schools is 6km from the centre and the principal organised transportation for the learners so that they don’t miss tutoring.

**Premises**: The IkamvaYouth centre has been set up at Nombulelo School Hall. The school has signed an agreement to allow us the use of the hall, as a tutoring space, from Monday to Thursday (3pm-5pm) every week. On Saturdays we are permitted to use the hall from 09h00 to noon.

**Office space**: The branch assistant has been allocated office space at the school library so that he remains accessible to the learners at all times and also remains in close proximity to the centre. The District Coordinator’s offices are at a nearby building just across the road from the centre. This building houses all the non-profit organisations that work with high school learners in Grahamstown.

**Computer Lab**: Nombulelo Senior Secondary School has given us a classroom to utilise as a computer lab. The size of the room allows for the set-up of 20 computer work-stations. It is also fitted with a security system and is just across from the tutoring hall.

“ikamvaYouth has helped me by believing in me...more than I used to believe in myself before I joined. Now I know that my dreams will be more than just dreams: I will achieve.”

Siyamthanda Dyantyi, Grade 11 learner
IkamvaYouth’s track record of impressive results and the replicability of the model has made it possible for new branches to be set up in new provinces with little difficulty. At the end of 2011, IkamvaYouth had received 28 requests from communities in all provinces to establish more branches. Visionary donors and supporters such as ABI have made it possible for new communities to benefit from IkamvaYouth’s programmes.

In the last quarter of 2012, meetings were held with ABI to set up a branch in North West, the first IkamvaYouth branch in the province. The ABI Klerksdorp region was of great help in helping the IkamvaYouth team find a suitable venue for the setting up of the branch. The Ikageng Township is about 5km from the Potchefstroom town, and the new branch was established at Thembalidanisi Middle School.

The school has availed a tutoring hall, a library, an office, and our learners have access to the school’s computer lab. Major renovations were done at the school, costing over R100 000, as the school was vandalised in October, and electrical wires in the block were stolen. ABI offered to renovate the hall, the ceiling in the whole block, the taps and toilets, as well as setting up a library in the school. The area education officials have hailed the IkamvaYouth partnership with the school, and committed to supporting this initiative for the benefit of the township learners.

Learners were recruited from four feeder schools, all of which are within 3km of the Thembalidanisi School (one shares a fence with the middle school. The programme was received with much enthusiasm, and the learners are ready to have their marks shoot up as they are helped by the great tutors from North West University, Potchefstroom campus, Potchefstroom College of Agriculture and Vuselela, a local FET.

Zanele Mdletye, the Branch Coordinator, has proved to be a real social entrepreneur by establishing great working relations with the community, the schools, and all stakeholders. Indeed this is a great beginning for the North West province, and the Ikageng branch looks forward to giving birth to other branches as more learners take responsibility for their education.

We have been inspired to dream big, to rise above our situations and inspire others. Thank you IkamvaYouth for your dedication and selflessness towards education.”
Katlego Octavious Nkomo, learner

“I feel so honoured to be part of this dedicated organisation, motivating development through education. I am very privileged to have a chance to share my knowledge and skills with under-privileged learners in my neighbourhood. I truly find tutoring at IkamvaYouth Ikageng amazing, adventurous and skill-developing as I also learn new things from learners and IkamvaYouth...”
Cabral Modisutsi, tutor
DONORS & SUPPORTERS

10 years of committed support

Just as the commitment of the learners, tutors and staff yields results, it’s our committed partners who enable us to keep at it. By celebrating and appreciates the following donors and in-kind sponsors, we’ve joined along the way and are still supporting the ikamvanites today:

2003
City of Cape Town

2006
Sudborough Foundation, UWC

2007
Raimondo Trust

2008
EMpower, TSiBA, Pick ’n Pay

2009

2010
Potter Foundation, AAF, AME Africa, Masai Corp, MySchool, Answer Series, World Teach

2011
ABI, African Bank, DGMT, Bertha Foundation, EwB, Tzu Chi, Lord Khanyile Centre, Calvary Methodist Church, UCT Beanstalks, Masiphumelele Library, University of the Western Cape

2012
Funders
ABI
Capitec Bank
The Bertha Foundation
EMpower
African Bank
Raimondo Family Trust
Anglo-American Chairman’s Trust
The Learning Trust
Rotary
David & Carol Myers Foundation
US Embassy
Education Without Borders
Consumer Insight Agency
BrandsEye

In-kind sponsors
We’ve calculated that if IkamvaYouth were to pay for all the in-kind sponsorship it receives from key strategic partners, the total annual budget would double. IkamvaYouth is greatly appreciative for the sponsorship it receives from key strategic partners, the total annual

Silver supporters
[Contributions between R10k and R50k]
ABI
Answer Series
AA Umlazi Library
AME Africa
Bowman Gilfillan
Capitec Bank
The City of Cape Town’s Department of Libraries and Information Services
Ethekwini Municipality – Cato Manor ABM
Masiphumelele Library
Nazeema Isloor Library
Nokuss
Rhodes University Centre of Community Engagement
St Augustine’s
Vuyani Mosisi Memorial Youth Centre
Zolam Casualty Service Centre

Green supporters
[Contributions between R10k and R100k]
Calvary Methodist Church
Darwin University of Technology
Lord Khanyile Centre
Pick ’n Pay Fish Hoek branch
Tertiary School in Business Administration [TSiBA]
University of Cape Town
University of the Western Cape

Individuasl
The donors contributing most substantially in their personal capacity to IkamvaYouth are our tutors. In 2012, these volunteers’ time has been calculated as being worth over R4 million for the year. However, not everyone is able to contribute significant time, and the Ikamvanites greatly appreciate the donations from individuals’ personal funds, which greatly boosted our capacity to meet our learners’ needs. We send out thanks to all the countless individuals who gave once-off donations towards core programmatic costs, including: Mr. Vincenz, Sayers Butterworth and Peter Montalto. Thanks also to everyone who contributes via MySchool, very generous anonymous donations, and to our regular monthly debit donors: Stefan Magdalenski and Susan Goddton.

Collaborating partners
IkamvaYouth greatly appreciates the partnership, collaboration and support of our learners’ parents, teachers and principals, as well as that of the Department of Basic Education. IkamvaYouth’s leadership, health, media and creative expressions workshops are implemented by our collaborating partners. Others engage our learners on e-learning or career guidance programmes, take our learners on excursions, provide scholarships, bring interns, conduct research and implement innovative projects aligning with our mission and vision. We thank the following collaborative partners who ensure high-quality programme delivery and access to opportunities and support for our learners:

ACCESS / AESEC
Bing Overseas Study Programme
Bridge / Cape Lion Trust
Cape Town Science Centre
Career Planet / Charles Tanton
Children’s Radio Foundation
Department of Basic Education
Desmond Tutu Peace Centre
DSW / Education without Borders
Equal Education / EM / Fundida
HBS2 / Helen Suzman Foundation
Ideasforest / Ikupatso
Ifhembalabantu – AIDS Healthcare Foundation
The Jewish Museum / Khan Academy
Living Maths / Live Magazine
Love Life / Juuka Leadership
Masiphumelele Library
Miranda and Werner Myburgh
Ndlela Kimeka / Numeric / Oceans Aquarium
Peers in Sexual Health (PSh)
Reel Lives / SAAO / SAEP’s ADT Teach
Siyakhula Education Foundation
Thoughtworks / Treatment Action Campaign
University of Cape Town’s Centre for Film & Media Studies
University of Johannesburg
University of Kwa-Zulu Natal
University of the Western Cape Debating Society
University of the Witwatersrand [Wits]
Vuyalale / World Changers Academy
WorldTeach / Youth Development Network
IkAMVA LISEZANDLENI ZETHU
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 NOVEMBER 2012

BALANCE SHEET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASSETS</strong></td>
<td><strong>ASSETS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current assets</strong></td>
<td><strong>Current assets</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 041 468</td>
<td>793 401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade and other receivables</td>
<td>13 193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank balances and cash on hand</td>
<td>1 028 275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Assets</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total Assets</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 041 468</td>
<td>793 401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EQUITY AND LIABILITIES</strong></td>
<td><strong>EQUITY AND LIABILITIES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reserves</strong></td>
<td><strong>Reserves</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulated surplus/(deficit)</td>
<td>990 377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current Liabilities</strong></td>
<td><strong>Current Liabilities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 091</td>
<td>20 857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade and other payables</td>
<td>50 635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank overdrafts</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total equity and liabilities</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total equity and liabilities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 041 468</td>
<td>793 401</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DETAILED INCOME STATEMENT

Income

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donations received and sundry revenue</td>
<td>4 439 119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>3 623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual report</td>
<td>10 980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application and registration fees</td>
<td>40 933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit fees</td>
<td>6 550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank charges</td>
<td>32 667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookkeeping charges</td>
<td>46 899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catering</td>
<td>19 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer expenses</td>
<td>1 587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultants’ fees</td>
<td>113 767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course material and consumables</td>
<td>14 623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donations</td>
<td>59 016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasibility study Social Enterprise</td>
<td>69 040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>10 329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General expenses</td>
<td>1 716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifts</td>
<td>4 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>18 060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner club costs</td>
<td>1 558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learners’ excursions</td>
<td>28 024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing expenses</td>
<td>71 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office supplies</td>
<td>8 526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage and courier</td>
<td>2 368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing and stationery</td>
<td>57 627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prize-giving</td>
<td>34 573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repairs and maintenance</td>
<td>19 047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rental equipment</td>
<td>1 851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rental office</td>
<td>53 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff costs</td>
<td>2 181 419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic planning sessions</td>
<td>173 387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff training and development</td>
<td>15 840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching aids, furniture, fittings and equipment</td>
<td>202 545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone, cell phone and internet</td>
<td>173 776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport and travel expenses</td>
<td>440 211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteer appreciation</td>
<td>22 645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website development and maintenance</td>
<td>42 678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter school</td>
<td>393 080</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Operating surplus/(deficit) for the year | 185 055 | 269 904 |
Interest received | 32 778 | 5 209 |
Net surplus/(deficit) for the year | 217 833 | 275 013 |
As we celebrate a decade of IkamvaYouth's existence, it is indeed pleasing to note the organisation's exponential growth. When Joy and I began tutoring with our friends in Khayelitsha back in 2003, we had no inkling that we were establishing an organisation, never mind one that would 10 years later operate in nine townships across five provinces.

I take pride in being re-united once again with the Ikamvanites after some years of less involvement and participation due to other commitments and engagements in the Eastern Cape. Now, with the establishment of IkamvaYouth Joza at Nombulelo High School in Grahamstown, I am encouraged that we will be tackling some of the province's most serious challenges. I hope we shall see many more branches established in the Eastern Cape and other poor-performing regions in the near future.

Special thanks should go to Ms Monica Canca (the Eastern Cape Coordinator) and her team who have made IkamvaYouth Eastern Cape a reality. The dedication and commitment displayed by the team does not go unnoticed. I would also like to take this opportunity and express my sincere gratitude and appreciation for the kind support from various stakeholders in the province (ie Rhodes University, the Department of Education, private and public sector organisations, the parents, learners, and the volunteers), and those that I have not mentioned. Their support cannot be under-estimated.

The Eastern Cape poses some serious challenges in the implementation of IkamvaYouth’s programmes, as a result of embedded structural challenges such as dispersed rural settlements, rural-urban migration of the youthful and professional human resource base, a high rate of unemployment and poverty. Responding to these challenges will require a strong resource mobilisation plan that will attract and retain the services of young unemployed and employed professionals, university and college graduates into the work of IkamvaYouth. I firmly believe that with the support, commitment and dedication from various stakeholders, the challenges of our education system are not insurmountable. Ensuring that South Africa’s future is no longer compromised by its colonial and apartheid past, characterised by an unequal education system, is the foundation and the spirit for which IkamvaYouth was founded in 2003.

I would therefore like to take this opportunity and urge all the stakeholders in the Eastern Cape province in particular, to be mindful of the challenges confronting our education system and to begin to double their efforts in overcoming these challenges. We to need work together (as NGOs, Government, higher education institutions and private sector organisations) in a coordinated (rather than disjointed) manner to change the lives of the disadvantaged children and their families. I am positive that meaningful economic freedom and emancipation comes through education. Education is a cornerstone for a healthy and prosperous country.

In conclusion, I wish to thank Ms Joy Oliver, who is the co-founder and the Executive Director of IkamvaYouth and her team (across the provinces) who have made invaluable contributions to the growth and development of the organisation over the years. It is because of these dedicated and energetic young men and women that today IkamvaYouth celebrates its 10th anniversary. Their selfless struggle to improve the lives of young people of South Africa through education is evident in different sectors of our economy as many Ikamvanites are already taking their rightful place in various corporations and organisations; contributing positively to growth of the country’s economy. Mahatma Ghandi once conveyed a very powerful statement that resonates in many of us even today: “Let us be the change that we want to see in the world.” Well done, Ikamvanites, for being the change that we all want to see.
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...The biggest responsibility one can ever have is having someone else’s heart in your possession. There are many ways to say I love you, and proving it is one of them. Like IkamvaYouth loved us; I want to say to all ikamvanites that I love you guys.”

Lebogang Mosesi, learner, Ikageng
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Come and visit or give us a call... follow us on facebook and twitter.

www.facebook.com/IkamvaYouth
twitter.com/IkamvaYouthSA
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